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The Pillars of the Earth by Ken 

Follett  
 

This book is not fantasy, but then 

again, the first few versions of Martin’s 

A Game of Thrones were rejected by 

fantasy publishers for containing none! 

What this has in common is a similar 

setting: 12th century England, in the 

time of rival factions seeking power at 

all costs and perilous religious 

upheaval. At the centre of all these 

power plays is the construction of a 

magnificent cathedral. The rich detail 

of the daily life and the vivid cast of 

characters seen from a variety of 

perspectives ensure this book is quite 

rightly seen as epic. Its sequel is the 

World Without End. 

 

 

Stardust by Neil Gaiman 

 
Set in the 19th century, this story is 

about a man who falls desperately in 

love with a young woman and to 

prove he is worthy of her, promises to 

bring back a shooting star seen over 

the village that day. In following the 

star, he enters the magical world of the 

faeries—and discovers the star was a 

beautiful girl herself. But other powers 

within the faerie realm are searching 

for the star and will stop at nothing to 

claim her.  

 

 

The Northern Lights by Philip 

Pullman 
 

Orphan girl Lyra lives a privileged life in 

an Oxford college, being ringleader of 

the games and activities among the 

servants and the wandering gypsy 

children. However, the imprisonment of 

her uncle in a far away land and the 

disappearance of children over 

England leads to her adoption by a 

politically powerful woman explorer, 

Mrs Coulter, someone whom Lyra 

fiercely admires. She soon discovers 

her admiration is very misplaced and 

runs away, going on a journey to the 

magical north to rescue her uncle and 

everyone at risk from Mrs Coulter’s 

ruthless ambition. The first book in the 

His Dark Materials trilogy. 
 

The Eye of the World by Robert 

Jordan 
 

The stereotypical fantasy story: this 

novel revolves around the lives of a 

group of villagers who are attacked by 

the dark forces and the hero, a young 

boy, must go on a quest with a wizard 

to save the world. Although very well 

written and popular with fantasy writers 

and reviewers the world over, be 

warned: the length of these books far 

exceeds Martin’s! This is the first book in 

the Wheel of Time series which has 

fourteen volumes. 

 

The Final Empire by Brandon 

Sanderson 
 

For almost a millennium, the Skaa 

people have lived in fear of their rulers 

after their prophesised liberator failed, 

but the time is now ripe for revolution. 

An unlikely hero is found in a Skaa 

street urchin - she must confront the 

Lord Ruler, the slaver of her people, 

knowing the tragic consequences of 

failure. Will she succeed where the 

legend didn’t? This is the first book in 

the Mistborn trilogy. 

 

Sabriel by Garth Nix 
 

Sabriel grows up in boarding school in 

Ancelstierre, far away from her father, 

the Abhorsen, who is behind the Wall 

in the Old Kingdom. The Abhorsen’s 

job is to banish the spirits of the dead 

who have managed to regain a 

foothold in the world and wreak death 

and destruction on those still living. 

When her father’s spell tools and 

regalia find their way to  

Sabriel, she knows her father is in 

trouble - and she will go to the ends of 

the earth, even beyond the Wall, to 

pursue him. Nagging her at all times is 

the question; is she the new Abhorsen? 

Sabriel is the first book in the Old 

Kingdom trilogy. 
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The Name of the Wind by Patrick 

Rothfuss 
 

Told from the first person, this tale is 

about an orphan who grows into the 

most powerful wizard the world has 

ever seen.  Growing up among a 

circus troupe, he learns the basics of 

magic from an older man and after 

many trials, is finally accepted into the 

prestigious academy of magic.  The 

books ends where it begins, with the 

wizard in the inn, and on the run after 

killing a king. Highly recommended. Its 

sequel is the Wise Man’s Fear. 

 

 

Across the Nightingale Floor by 

Lian Hearn 
 

The orphan Takeo has grown up 

among a rural mountain community, 

only ever knowing peace, until the 

forces of an evil warlord sack his 

village. Rescued by a nobleman, 

Takeo discovers his father belonged to 

the Tribe, a group of formidable 

assassins with extraordinary abilities, 

that Takeo too finds out he possesses. 

But will his training be enough to 

avenge what has happened to him, 

and cross the warlord’s infamous 

nightingale floor undetected? This is 

the first book of the Otori trilogy. 

 

Why not read the 

bestselling books 

that inspired the TV 

series? 
 

A Game of Thrones 

A Clash of Kings 

A Storm of Swords 

A Feast for Crows 

A Dance with Dragons 
 

 

 

 

Other read-a-likes 

to try: 
 

 Memory, Sorrow & 

Thorn  series by Tad 

Williams 

 The Chronicles of 

Thomas Covenant by 

Stephen R. Donaldson 

 Wizard's First Rule by 

Terry Goodkind 

 Three series: The 

Farseer Trilogy, the 

Liveship Traders and 

the Tawny Man by 

Robin Hobb 

 The Sword of 

Shannara by Terry 

Brooks 

 Malazan Book of the 

Fallen series by Steven 

Erikson 

 Dagger and Coin 

series by Daniel 

Abraham 

 Alchymist’s Legacy 

series by Sarah Ash 

 Dread Empire series by 

Glen Cook 

 Acacia trilogy by 

David Durham 

 


